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Earth Science
"CME Project is a four-year, NSF-funded,
comprehensive high school mathematics program
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that is problem-based, student-centered, and
organized around the familiar themes of Algebra 1,
Geometry, Algebra 2, and Precalculus."--Publisher's
website.

Prentice Hall Science Explorer
Pearson Health ©2014 delivers high school students
the tools necessary for developing and enhancing
healthy behaviors that influence lifestyle choices. This
relevant, integrated text and video program
stimulates classroom discussion, helping students'
master skills essential to successful health education.
Teachers can expect an unparalleled array of
resources delivered online via iPad, Android or DVD,
including a variety of differentiated instruction
components that support academic achievement at
every learning level.

Prentice Hall Biology
In 900 text pages, Campbell Biology in Focus
emphasizes the essential content and scientific skills
needed for success in the college introductory course
for biology majors. Each unit streamlines content to
best fit the needs of instructors and students, based
on surveys, curriculum initiatives, reviews,
discussions with hundreds of biology professors, and
careful analyses of course syllabi. Every chapter
includes a Scientific Skills Exercise that builds skills in
graphing, interpreting data, experimental design, and
math—skills biology majors need in order to succeed
in their upper-level courses. This briefer book upholds
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the Campbell hallmark standards of accuracy, clarity,
and pedagogical innovation.

Physical Science
Algebra and Trigonometry
Ideal for undergraduates with little or no science
background, Earth Science is a student-friendly
overview of our physical environment that offers
balanced, up-to-date coverage of geology,
oceanography, astronomy, and meteorology. The
authors focus on readability, with clear, exampledriven explanations of concepts and events. The
Thirteenth Edition incorporates a new active learning
approach, a fully updated visual program, and is
available for the first time with MasteringGeology--the
most complete, easy-to-use, engaging tutorial and
assessment tool available, and also entirely new to
the Earth science course.

Impact Maths 3r
By the time teens are in high school, they have
already spent years wrestling with a heavy backpack.
It's high time to solve this problem--and Pearson can
help. Explore Pearson@home social studies products
for home use.

New Cornerstone
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Chemistry 2012 Student Edition (Hard
Cover) Grade 11
Glencoe Health
Frindle
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to
liven things up at school -- and he's always had plenty
of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting
information about how words are created, suddenly
he's got the inspiration for his best plan everthe
frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why
not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough
as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then
other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the
school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local
hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this
nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't
belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading
across the country, and there's nothing Nick can do to
stop it.

Prentice Hall Health 2014 Student
Edition
A 19th-century English family - discovers a young
mongoose half drowned from a flood. They revive it
and decide to keep it as a pet. The young mongoose,
named Rikki Tikki Tavi, finds himself confronted by
two dangerous king cobras, Nag and his even more
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dangerous wife Nagaina, who had the run of the
garden while the house was unoccupied.

Rikki-Tikki-Tavi
Prentice Hall Physical Science: Concepts in Action
helps students make the important connection
between the science they read and what they
experience every day. Relevant content, lively
explorations, and a wealth of hands-on activities take
students' understanding of science beyond the page
and into the world around them. Now includes even
more technology, tools and activities to support
differentiated instruction!

Prentice Hall America
Hailed as a stellar educational resource since 1917,
Magruder's American Government is updated
annually to incorporate the most current, most
authoritative American Government content, and
meet the changing needs of today's high school
students and teachers. Magruder's clear, engaging
narrative is enhanced with the Essential Questions,
numerous primary sources, political cartoons, charts,
graphs, photos and interactive online activities, to
make the subject of American Government accessible
and motivating to students of all abilities. The Pearson
Advantage Respected, relevant, and reliable
Teacher's most trusted and authoritative program in
the nation! Magruder's is recognized for its clear, wellwritten narrative using a variety of methods to make
content accessible to all students. Written around
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Grant Wiggin's Essential Questions In each Unit and
Chapter, students explore Essential Questions, with
additional activities in the Essential Question Journal.
New features to make content easier to understand
How Government Works feature, academic
vocabulary defined at the point of use, multiple
graphic organizers, audio tours accompanying
complex graphics. Quick Study Guides, and text
having a fresh, magazine-inspired design, demystify
difficult American Government concepts. Student
Resources: American Government Online Student
Center Students connect to 21st Century learning
with rich digital assets that include two Online
Student Editions, downloadable audio and video
resources, and interactive assessments. The
American Government Essential Question Journal Print
consumable that accompanies the Magruder's
American Government Textbook for students to
answer the Essential Questions in graphic, chart,
question and essay formats. American Government
Essential Question Video on DVD Students identify the
Essential Questions for American Government
through relevant videos. Teacher Resources:
American Government Online Teacher Center All
teaching resources are conveniently organized online
and include interactive presentation tools, leveled
editable teacher resources and assessments,
instructional management tools which include:
assigning content tracking student's progress
accessing student's learning generating reports for
administration, students and parents. Teacher's All-inOne Resources with Editable Worksheets on CD-ROM
CD-ROM includes Teacher's Edition and a wide range
of on-level and Foundations lesson plans, worksheets,
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and assessments. This built-in differentiation allows
teachers to pick and choose among the resources that
meet the needs of all students!

High School Math 2011 Algebra 2
Inquiry-based physical science curriculum for the
middle school grades featuring a textbook/workbook
that students can write in. May be used as part of a
sequence with the Interactive science: life science
and Interactive science: earth science titles by the
same authors.

The Diary of Anne Frank
Prentice Hall Physical Science
Praised by teachers for many years, this format is
now easier to manage. Passages are carefully
controlled to use only vocabulary and syntax already
taught and tested. Reading-skills instruction and
translation help prepare students for second-year
Latin. Twenty lessons formerly in Level I are now at
the beginning of Level II, thereby providing better
overall pacing.

CME Project
America: Pathways to the Present
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Algebra 1 Common Core Student Edition
Grade 8/9
Hare solves his family’s problems by tricking rich and
lazy Bear in this funny, energetic version of an old
slave story. With roots in American slave tales, Tops &
Bottoms celebrates the trickster tradition of using
one’s wits to overcome hardship. “As usual, Stevens’
animal characters, bold and colorful, are delightful. . .
. It’s all wonderful fun, and the book opens, fittingly,
from top to bottom instead of from side to side,
making it perfect for story-time sharing.”--Booklist

Tops & Bottoms
Comprehensive content coverage provides flexible
course outlines Our comprehensive table of contents
allows teachers to easily include trigonometry,
statistics, or precalculus readiness in the Algebra 2
course along with more traditional topics. Content
accessible to all Abundant exercises graded by
difficulty allow teachers to meet the needs of an
increasingly wide range of Algebra 2 students.
Algebra 1 reviewed Key Algebra 1 concepts and skills
are reviewed in Chapter 1 so that all students can be
successful moving on to more advanced content.
Throughout the text, key skills are reviewed and
reinforced where needed.

Prealgebra 2e
"Prealgebra is designed to meet scope and sequence
requirements for a one-semester prealgebra course.
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The text introduces the fundamental concepts of
algebra while addressing the needs of students with
diverse backgrounds and learning styles. Each topic
builds upon previously developed material to
demonstrate the cohesiveness and structure of
mathematics. Prealgebra follows a nontraditional
approach in its presentation of content. The
beginning, in particular, is presented as a sequence of
small steps so that students gain confidence in their
ability to succeed in the course. The order of topics
was carefully planned to emphasize the logical
progression throughout the course and to facilitate a
thorough understanding of each concept. As new
ideas are presented, they are explicitly related to
previous topics."--BC Campus website.

America: History of Our Nation
Prentice Hall Physical Science: Concepts in Action
helps students make the important connection
between the science they read and what they
experience every day. Relevant content, lively
explorations, and a wealth of hands-on activities take
students' understanding of science beyond the page
and into the world around them. Now includes even
more technology, tools and activities to support
differentiated instruction!

Interactive Science
The Pigman & Me
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\\1\textformat=02> Fundamentals of Anatomy &
Physiology, Fifth Edition" is the core of the Martini.

Third Year Latin
This paperback text is designed specifically to
motivate students to participate-actively and
immediately-in the learning process. The text is
crafted to meet the varied skill levels of studentsgiving them solid content coverage in a supportive
format. This text also fosters conceptual thinking with
exercises, computer/graphing calculator exercises,
and a thoroughly integrated five-step problem solving
approach. This worktext features a right triangle
introduction to trigonometry.

Fundamentals of Anatomy and
Physiology
High School Math 2015 Common Core
Algebra 2 Student Edition Grades 10/11
Algebra 2
THE STORY: In this transcendently powerful new
adaptation by Wendy Kesselman, Anne Frank
emerges from history a living, lyrical, intensely gifted
young girl, who confronts her rapidly changing life
and the increasing horror of her time with astonis
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America: History of Our Nation:
Beginnings Through 1877
By the time your child reaches Reading Street: Grade
4, he or she is ready to learn more complex English
and Language Arts skills. This set of homeschool
program materials is packed with educational
activities, lesson ideas, reading assignments and
quizzes to help your child rise to the next step in his
or her academic career. The Grade 4 system is not
only designed as a learning tool for children, but as a
guide for you as the teacher. Use the materials
included in the set to form unique, fun and engaging
lesson plans for your child. The comprehensive
structure of Reading Street: Grade 4 makes it easy to
use. The curriculum for homeschooling comes with
two volumes of content that are broken down into
weekly lessons. Each week centers on a Big Idea or
key concept. Your child will complete writing tasks,
reading assignments, quizzes and discussions that
relate back to the Big Idea. By the time your child
completes Grade 4 of Reading Street, he or she
should be able to: Explain character motives, central
themes and specific events within a text.
Comprehend the meaning of unfamiliar words using
context clues. Break down poems by verses. Identify
different types of literature, such as prose, poetry and
drama. Use introductions and conclusions in writing.
Cite sources in writing if necessary. Prepare and
present oral presentations. Reading Street: Grade 4
transitions flawlessly into more challenging content to
help your child expand his or her English and
Language arts skills. The material is all uniform in
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design, making it easy for you and your child to
navigate. You can use the components in the Teacher
Resource DVD to create dynamic lessons for your
child. Print out worksheets, use the provided games
and incorporate the writing prompts as you teach
your child. The structure of the Reading Street sets is
straightforward and easy to follow. You'll know
exactly how much you've accomplished in your child's
education as you progress, and you'll be able to keep
track of his or her Grades without difficulty.

United States History 2010 Modern
America Student Edition Grade 11/12
Pearson Physics
"Eight hundred and fifty-three horrifying things had
happened to me by the time I was a teenager. That
was when I met my Pigman, whose real name was
Nonno Frankie." The year Paul Zindel, his sister,
Betty, and their mother lived in the town of Travis,
Staten Island, New York, was the most important time
of his teenage life. It was the year he and Jennifer
Wolupopski were best friends. It was the year of the
apple tree, the water-head baby, and Cemetery Hill.
And it was the year he met Nonno Frankie Vivona,
who became his Pigman. Every word of his story is
true. And The Pigman & Me has an added bonus--one
crucial piece of information: the secret of life,
according to the Pigman.

Algebra 2 All-In-One Student Workbook,
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Version A
Campbell Biology in Focus
Prealgebra
The new Pearson Chemistry program combines our
proven content with cutting-edge digital support to
help students connect chemistry to their daily lives.
With a fresh approach to problem-solving, a variety of
hands-on learning opportunities, and more math
support than ever before, Pearson Chemistry will
ensure success in your chemistry classroom. Our
program provides features and resources unique to
Pearson--including the Understanding by Design
Framework and powerful online resources to engage
and motivate your students, while offering support for
all types of learners in your classroom.

Reading 2011 Leveled Reader Grade
4.4.5 On-Level: The Missing Iguana
Mystery
Depicts five famous ships that have been lost at sea
in modern times, the Empress of Ireland, the
Lusitania, the Andrea Doria, the Brittanic, and the
Titanic.

American Government
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Anatomy and Physiology
Prentice Hall Biology utilizes a student-friendly
approach that provides a powerful framework for
connecting the key concepts of biology. New BIG
IDEAs help all students focus on the most important
concepts. Students explore concepts through
engaging narrative, frequent use of analogies, familiar
examples, and clear and instructional graphics. Now,
with Success Tracker(tm) online, teachers can choose
from a variety of diagnostic and benchmark tests to
gauge student comprehension. Targeted remediation
is available too! Whether using the text alone or in
tandem with exceptional ancillaries and technology,
teachers can meet the needs of every student at
every learning level. With unparalleled reading
support, resources to reach every student, and a
proven research-based approach, authors Kenneth
Miller and Joseph Levine continue to set the standard.
Prentice Hall Biology delivers: Clear, accessible
writing Up-to-date content A student friendly
approach A powerful framework for connecting key
concepts

Ghost Liners
Magruder's American Government
Nothing But the Truth
Ninth-grader Philip Malloy's suspension for humming
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"The Star-Spangled Banner" during homeroom
becomes a national news story.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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